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The Mesolithic era in Britain started in the late 9th millenium

Following on from the Mesolithic, the Neolitic period is

BC, when humans based their lives around the Hunter-

defined by the introduction and development of farming and

Gatherer lifestyle. The Hunter-Gatherers used worked flint

animal domestication. This change in lifestyle to a more

tools, which were shaped into blades, arrowheads, adzes

sedentary existence led to the formation of more permanant

and hand axes to name a few. A variety of these have been

settlements.

found during the excavations in scattered deposits. These

In our excavations, this dramatic change can be seen in

suggest the presence of locations where people once

the remains of a potential house, which finds of flint tools

camped or worked as they moved around the landscape.

suggests dates to the Neolithic. This is appears as a ditch,

This migratory lifestyle, following the resources needed to

forming a square with rounded corners, along with pits both

survive, left little in the way of material remains, making the

inside and out.

Mesolithic period hard to spot in the archaeological record.

At Lenham, we have also recovered the remains of Neolithc
flint tools, for example the leaf shaped arrow head shown
below.
Leaf shaped arrow head

Above: the flint spread. The blue spots mark the locations where
worked flint tools were found.

Neolithic House: Pre excavation (above) and post excavation (below)

Replica of an axe (left)
and an adze (right)

A flint adze found last week (above
and right). The wood was a vital
resource, with small and large flint
tools used to work the wood. Both
axes and adzes were large, with
flint hafted on to a wooden handle

Reconstruction of a Neolithic house at Stonehenge. The excavations
have revealed that each house has one door and included a hearth at
its centre, used for cooking and to provide light and warmth.

